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AMC Eagle Turbo Diesel
By Doug Shepard

The rarest of all AMC Eagles and also one of
the rarest of all AMC models is the Turbo Diesel Eagle
Wagon. This factory authorized conversion was
completed on an estimated five to eight 1980 Eagle
Wagons. Some sources say there may have been as
many as 20, however the 5 - 8 range is the most
commonly accepted number. One would think that
nearly 30 years after so few cars being built that none
would have survived. Fortunately, this is not the case.
One member of the AMC Eagle Nest acquired an Eagle
Turbo Diesel wagon in 2007 which is presently
undergoing restoration. And, early in 2008 one and
perhaps two more have been reported but at time of
printing this has not been verified.
In early 1980 AMC contracted with San
Fernando, California based Specialized Automotive
Engineering (SAE) to retrofit for sale thru dealers 1980
Eagle wagons with diesel engines. The engine chose
by SAE and AMC was the Italian built Stabilimenti
Meccanichi VM . The specific engine model was the
HR 692 HT; a four-stroke, in-line, 6 cylinder, turbo
charged diesel engine with a 219 cubic inch
displacement. This engine produced 150 HP at 4200
rpm and 219 foot pounds of torque at 2400 RPM. This
was 35 more HP than the Eagle’s standard 258 CID
gasoline engine . Torque values were similar with the
diesel pulling 14 foot pounds more, but at a higher RPM
than the gasoline version.

drive the diesel wagon just over 243,000 miles to begin
to see a fuel cost savings! From an economic
standpoint little was to be gained from a diesel
equipped AMC Eagle wagon. What you got was a bit
more horse power, some coolness and something most
AMC owners desired, uniqueness!
So what was involved in transforming a stock
AMC Eagle wagon into a turbo diesel AMC Eagle
Wagon? The AMC wagon itself is a fully loaded Limited
and was delivered to SAE fully intact. The replacement
diesel engines were fully assembled when shipped from
the manufacturer. The diesel engine was not a “plug
and play” modification. The front mounting cross
member had to be modified for oil pan clearance; new
motor mounts had to be fabricated; a special Flexolite
fan had to mounted on the right side front of the radiator
to cool the turbo-charger area; a thermostatically
controlled oil cooler was mounted to the left side rear of
the radiator to maintain engine oil temperature; and of
course the electrical and fuel line modifications needed
to operate the engine. The Eagle’s standard TF 998 3speed transmission was retained thru the use of an
adapter. The drive train, suspension and spring rates
remained as they came from the factory; though one
wonders if the front springs were really up to the task,
given the added weight of the conversion?

The down-side is the diesel engine weighed
nearly 230 pounds more than the gas version and once
installed added nearly 450 pounds to the cars total
weight; which negated some of the HP and torque
gains. On the up-side, despite the weight penalty the
diesel versions did do better in the fuel economy
contest, with the diesel averaging 20 MPG while the
gasoline version averaged 16 MPG. And, the turbo
diesel was a bit quicker than the gas engine in
accelerating from 0 - 60 MPH and in passing when
accelerating from 50 to 70 MPH.
If you purchased the turbo diesel primarily for
fuel economy and savings (diesel was much cheaper
than gas in 1980) then you may have been in for a
surprise. The diesel Eagle wagon retailed for $19,500
while a comparably equipped gasoline powered Eagle
wagon listed for $10,500 (the turbo diesel was a fully
loaded Limited model). A $9000 difference! The
average prices in 1980 for number 2 diesel was 82
cents while unleaded regular gas retailed for $1.25 per
gallon. Using the 1980 prices you would have had to

Thermostatically controlled engine oil cooler (right)
and auxiliary fan to cool turbo charger area (left).
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Engine Comparisons

Displacement
Cylinders
Bore & Stroke
Cylinder Head
Compression Ratio
Horse Power
Torque (foot pounds)
Main Bearings
Fuel Delivery
Engine Weight
Transmission
Est. MPG
Vehicle Weight
MSRP
Acceleration
0 - 30 MPH
0 - 60 MPH
Passing
50 - 70 MPH

Gasoline Engine

Diesel Engine

258 CID 4.2L
In-line 6, cast en bloc
3.75 X 3.89
1, single unit
8.3:1
115 @ 3200 RPM
205 @ 1800 RPM
7
2 barrel carburetor
395 pounds
3-speed automatic
16
3447 pounds
$10,500

219 CID 3.6L
In-line 6, cast en bloc
3.62 X 3.54
6, one per cylinder
22.0:1
150 @ 4200 RPM
219 @ 2400 RPM
7
Rotary fuel injection, turbo-charger
628 pounds
3-speed automatic
20
3920 pounds
$19,500

5.51 seconds
17.50 seconds

5.90 seconds
16.24 seconds

14.53 seconds

13.02 seconds

Stabilimenti Meccanichi VM HR 692 HT Turbo Charged Diesel Engine in a 1980 AMC Eagle Wagon
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AMC Eagle Sundancer
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By Frank Swygert

vehicle in all but the most minor accident. Seat belt
laws helped the convertible return in the later 80s.
Griffith had answers to the problems associated
with removing the roof. For starters the Sundancer was
[not] a true convertible. The design was dubbed a
“targa convertible”. The B pillars were retained and a
fiberglass targa band concealed a 2.5” wide by 1” thick
square tubing roll bar, which also linked the B pillars.
This helped with some rigidity, but its main purpose was
roll-over protection. A 2” X 4” rectangular steel tubing
cross braced frame was welded underneath the car to
In 1981 an interesting model appeared in a
provide the structural rigidity lost when the roof was
select few AMC dealerships. This was the first
removed. The frame tucked neatly out of site between
convertible [from ] AMC since the 1968 Rebel (the last
the rocker panels. The rear roof and window area was
American Ambassador convertible were built in 1967). made of a polyvinyl fabric with a more conventional
Very little is known about the car, mainly because it
looking convertible top structure.
wasn’t produced directly by AMC.
The Griffith Company was started by Jack
The Sundancer was sold as a special order car Griffith, who had made a great deal of money with TVR
only. When one was ordered, AMC would send an
of Great Britain. He started conversion shops in Florida
Eagle or Concord two door sedan over to the Griffith
and California to supply custom convertibles since the
Company shop, The folks at Griffith worked the car
insurance companies had shut down factory convertible
over into a convertible.
production in the early 70s. California and Florida are
So how do you make a convertible out of a
obvious choices for convertibles.
sedan? Well the first thing you have to do is obvious -The Griffith Company peddled their idea of a
cut the top off. What isn’t so obvious is what that does convertible to Toyota as well as [to] AMC. The Toyota
to the car, especially a unit-body car. The roof of any
Celica received the torch from Griffith in 1979. The
car, unitized or full frame, adds a great deal of rigidity to Toyota models, called “Sunchaser”, were continued
the body itself, especially from front to rear. The roof
through 1981. Information on the Sunchaser is as hard
also helps resist twisting forces. And what about rollto come by as the Sundancer. Most authorities agree
over protection? If you’ve ever seen a car that did roll
that under 2000 ST and GT models were produced.
over you’re well aware that the roof does crush some,
Griffith also produced the Corolla “Sunrunner” for the
but the windshield frame alone won’t support much
1982-83 [model years], but it was a conventional
weight. That’s one thing that led to the demise of the
convertible.
convertible after the early ‘70s -- insurance premiums
Sunchasers were assembled from components
were extremely high because of no roll-over protection built by various subcontractors. This was a cost
and the fact that it was easy to be ejected from the
efficient method, but for some reason the company

"Article used with permission of Frank Swygert, Editor, 'American Motors
Cars' Magazine, FARNA Systems Publishing, 147 Tom Moore Road, B-L, SC 29070,
http://farna.home.att.net/AMC.html, from AIM issue 29."
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decided to do more in house. The most likely reason is
better quality control, but some of their subcontractors
had decided they could get into the conversion
business as well. No subcontractors reduced lost
business.
The deal with AMC came about because
Griffith wanted to expand their market share and size of
the company. Rather than handle the conversions at
their existing facilities, the deal with AMC called for a
production facility near the AMC plant in Kenosha.
AMC would handle all marketing and ordering chores
while Griffith would handle all conversion engineering
and modification chores. Griffith took on all the
overhead and financial risk of the venture. All AMC had
to do was book orders and transport cars to and from
the Griffith shop. In the end, slow sales depleted
Griffith so much that it didn’t last much longer.
The Concord was much more of an optimally
designed unit body than the Celica. When the Griffith
team removed the roof from the prototype Sundancer it
was discovered the windshield pillars would need a
LOT of reinforcing to replace the structural loads
formerly carried by the roof. Custom formed steel tube
inserts were installed in the A pillars and across the top
of the windshield to adequately stiffen the windshield
frame. Then the rectangular steel tubing subframe was
installed under the floor to stiffen the car. Even then,
the car wasn’t quite as rigid as its original unit body
form.
No one knows for sure just how many Concords
and Eagles were converted by Griffith. The Griffith
company did not survive past the late 1980’s, and there
are no known records. 600 conversions were planned
for the first year, but who knows how many were
actually produced? Estimates range from as few as
300 to as high as 500 total. Judging from the survivors,
anywhere from 60-80% of production was Eagle
models. Few Concord models ever show up, most
survivors are Eagles.
There seems to be some confusion as to what
year Sundancers are. All obtainable factory information
indicates that the Sundancer was only offered for the
1981 model year. Many are offered for sale stating that
they were 1982 models. I’m not sure if this is a mistake
or if there were some 1982 models converted in the
calendar year 1981. The latter is likely, since 1982
model production started in mid 1981.
The photos of the car in this article are reprinted
with permission of the car’s owner, Dale Webster. It’s a
great example of an extremely rare and desirable AMC!
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